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M.A. (FIRST SEMESTER)
EXAMINATION, Dec. - Jan., 2021-22

SOCIOLOGY
PAPER SECOND

(Philosophical and Conceptual foundation of
Research Methodology)

[ Time : Three Hours ] [ Maximum Marks : 80 ]
[ Minimum Pass marks : 16 ]


Note : Attempt all sections as directed.



(Section-A)


Objective/Mulitple Choice Questions

(1 mark each)



Attmpt all questions.



Choose the correct answer.

P. T. O.
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(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

In which branch of philosophy the knowledge is studied?

(A) Angiology

(B) Meta physics

(C) Epistemology

(D) None of these.

 "The poverty of historicism"

(A)  

(B)  

(C) 

(D) 

Which is the author of book ''The Poverty of Historicism"

(A) Karl Marx

(B) Karl Popper

(C) Karl Manheim

(D) None of these
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(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

In the following option who is positivist?

(A) Comte

(B) Durkheim

(C) Popper

(D) All of the above

  

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

Which of the following is one characteristic of social
phenomenon

(A) Quantitative

(B) Valuative

(C) Comparative

(D) Qualitative

P. T. O.
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(A) 

(B) 

(C) AB

(D) 

Knowledge free from bias is related to -

(A) Subjectivity

(B) Objectivity

(C) Both a and b

(C) None of these.

 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D)  

Which is the last step of social research?

(A) Presentation of research report

(B) Determining Area

(C) Selection of subject

(C) Collection of data
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(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

Type of social research do not include -

(A) Experimental research

(B) Exploratory Research

(C) Quantitative Research

(D) Descriptive Research

 

(A) 

(B)   

(C) 

(D)     

Arguments against the status of  sociology as a science is -

(A) Lack of objectivity.

(B) Lack of laboratory.

(C) Both of above

(D) The Simple nature of social phenomenon

P. T. O.
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(A)    

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

Does not include the limitations of the hypothesis-

(A) perfect confidence in hypothesis

(B) Limited nature of deta collection.

(C) Bias

(D) Determining the purpose of study.

 


(A) 

(B) 

(C)  

(D) 

''Objectivity is the willingness and ability to examin
evidence dispassionately'' the above statement is
related to

(A) Carr

(B) Green

(C) Fair Child

(D) Thomson
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(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

'' Hypothesis is used  in which research design?

(A) Descriptive

(B) Explanatory

(C) Experimental

(D) Dignostic

 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

What is  called the systematic method of discovering new
knowledge-

(A) Research

(B) Hypothesis

(C) Sampling

(D) None of these

P. T. O.
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(A)    

(B)  

(C)   

(D)  

Which of the following is not a characteristics of obser-
vation?

(A) Use of human senses

(B) Techniques of direct study

(C) Collection of primary deta

(D) Empirical study.

 

(A)  

(B) 

(C)  

(D)  

Which of the following is not a quality of interview.

(A) Collection of wider information

(B) Study of abstract events

(C) Checking of Information

(D) Facility of inter-stimulation
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(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D)  

Case study method does not have faults-

(A) Biased

(B) Intensive and microscopic study

(C) More expensive and time consuming

(D) Defective records.

16. "Research methods in the behavioural Sciences"



(A) 

(B) 

(C)  

D 

"Research methods in the behavioural Sciences"

Book's writer is -

(A) Kerlinger

(B) Katj

(C) Rad cliffe Brown

(D) Revers

P. T. O.
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17. 


(A) 

(B)  

(C)  

(D) 

Which of the following is the qualitative study method of
the social research.

(A) Oral History

(B) Participant observation

(C) Case study method

(D) All of the above.

18. 

(A)  

(B)  

(C)  

(D)  

What is correct sequence for data processing.

(A) Tabulation, Classification, Interpretation

(B) Classification, tabulation Interpretation

(C) Intrpreation, Tabulation, Classification

(D) Interpretation, Classification, Tabulation.
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19. 

(A)  

(B)   

(C)   

(D) 

Aim of data processing is -

(A) Scientific conclusion

(B) Collection of deta

(C) Classification and analysis of deta

(D) All of the above.

20. 


(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

Which research design is to aquire new knowledge about
any phenomenon-

(A) Discriptive

(B) Experimental

(C) Exploratory

(D) Diagnostic

P. T. O.
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(Section - B)


Very Short Answer Type Questions

(2 marks each)

  


Note : Attempt any eight questions. Answer of each
question must be in one or two sentences.

1. 

What is meant by Epistemology?

2.   

State the views of Karl Popper on Positivism.

.     

Write three characteristics of positivism of Comte.

. 

What is meant by objectivity?

.     

Write three characteristics of a good Hypothesis.

.  

State three limitations of Interview method.

. 

State the sources of facts in case study method.

. 

What is experimental research design?
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. 

What is meant by interdisciplinary. research?

. 

What is classification?


(Section - C)


Short Answer Type Questions

(3 marks each)

 

Attempt any eight questions in 75 words.

. 

Explain Durkheim's views on positivism.

. 

What do you understand by validation of knowledge?

. 

What is meant by encounter in field works.

. 

What do you understatnd by interpretation of facts?

.     

Explain Interview Guide.

. 

What is Exploratory Research Design?

P. T. O.
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.  

Explain Qualitative Research Technique.

. 

Highlight the limitations of tabulation.

9.    

Explain  the process of analysis of facts.

   

10. State the charactiristics of classification.



(Section - D)


Long Answer Type Questions

(5 marks each)



    Attempt any four questions in 150 words.

. 

Throw light on the types and nature of knowledge.

 OR


    

What do you understand by positivism? Critically explain
the positivism propounded by Comte.

   

Throw light on the concept of social research.
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 OR

    

State the features of scientific method.

 
    

Define Hypothesis and discuss its importance and
limitaions in social research.

 OR

         
   

Discuss the difficulties in the advancement of objectivity
in social  research.

 

What is content analysis? Explain the steps of its pro-
cess.

 OR

    

Write the importance of single study method.

 
 

What is meant by inter disciplinary method? Highlight its
importance.

 OR

     

Discuss the types of classification.


